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Failure Transition Distance-Based Importance
Sampling Schemes for theSimulation of
Repairable Fault-Tolerant Computer Systems
Juan A. Carrasco
Abstract—Markov models are often used to evaluate depend-
ability attributes of fault-tolerant computer systems. The use
in practice of Markov models is, however, hampered by the
well-known state space explosion problem. Simulation alleviates
the problem. For Markov models of repairable fault-tolerant sys-
tems, standard simulation of dependability measures tends to be
expensive due to the rarity of the system failure event. Importance
sampling can speed up the simulation.
This paper develops two importance sampling schemes, called
failure transition distance biasing & balanced failure transition
distance biasing, which exploit the failure transition distance con-
cept in an attempt to improve the efficiency of two other schemes,
failure biasing & and balanced failure biasing. The schemes re-
quire the computation of the so-called failure transition distances,
and procedures to perform those computations are developed. The
presentation is tied to a previously proposed measure-specific sim-
ulation method for the steady-state unavailability. An optimization
method of the parameters of the importance sampling schemes
is also developed. For the simulation of the steady-state unavail-
ability, failure transition distance biasing has (as failure biasing)
the bounded relative error property for balanced fault-tolerant
systems & balanced failure transition distance biasing has (as
balanced failure biasing) the bounded relative error property for
both balanced & unbalanced fault-tolerant systems. It is proved
that, for balanced fault-tolerant systems, both failure transition
distance biasing & balanced failure transition distance biasing can
indeed improve the efficiency of failure biasing & balanced failure
biasing. In addition, numerical experiments seem to indicate that,
for unbalanced fault-tolerant systems, balanced failure transition
distance biasing can also improve the efficiency of balanced failure
biasing. The application of the failure transition distance-based
importance sampling schemes is, however, limited to systems not
having too many minimal failure covers, or, at least, not having
too many minimal failure covers of small cardinality. A minimal
failure cover is a minimal bag of failure bags such that the failure
of its components implies the failure of the system; a failure
bag is any non-empty bag of component classes which can fail
simultaneously.
Index Terms—Fault-tolerant computer systems, importance
sampling, Markov models, rare event simulation, steady-state
availability, variance reduction.
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ACRONYM1
CTMC homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain
DTMC homogeneous discrete-time Markov chain
FB failure biasing
BFB balanced failure biasing
FTDB failure transition distance biasing
BFTDB balanced failure transition distance biasing
BRE bounded relative error
LAN local area network
NOTATION, AND DEFINITIONS
is a subset of
is a proper subset of , i.e. &
Bag2 collection of possibly repeated ele-
ments from a given domain
number of instances of in a bag
being a bag, iff
with , , , ,
, and , , bag
with domain such
that , &
,
empty bag: bag with no elements
being a bag with domain , cardi-
nality of , i.e.
& being bags with domain ,
denotes that is a subbag of , i.e.
that ,
& being bags with domain ,
denotes that & are equal, i.e. that
,
& being bags with domain ,
denotes that & are not equal, i.e.
that does not hold
& being bags with domain ,
denotes that is a proper subbag of
, i.e. that , and
1The singular and plural of an acronym are always spelled the same.
2A brief exposition of bag theory with the same notation as we follow can be
found in [23].
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bag sum: & being bags with do-
main , bag with domain such that
,
bag union: & being bags with do-
main , bag with domain such that
,
bag intersection: & being
bags with domain , bag with
domain such that
,
bag difference: & being bags
with domain , bag with domain
such that
,
minimal bag a bag is minimal with respect to
some condition which is in-
creasing with ( satisfied implies
satisfied for ) if is
satisfied, and, for no bag ,
is satisfied. Condition is satisfied
iff , where is a minimal bag3
generalized structure
function of a system
made up of a bag of
component classes 4
binary-valued function ,
such that iff the system is
up when the bag of operational com-
ponent classes of the system is
increasing generalized
structure function of
a system made up of
a bag of component
classes 4
generalized structure function ,
such that ,
, ,
cut of a system
made up of a bag
of component classes
with increasing
generalized structure
function , 4
bag such that
, i.e. the system is down when the
bag of failed component classes of the
system is
minimal cut of a system
made up of a bag of
component classes
with increasing
generalized structure
function , 4, 5
cut of the system such that no other
is a cut; ,
iff for some minimal cut
3The result can be proved as follows. Assume there exists a minimal bag d
such that b  d. Because c is increasing, c(b) is satisfied. To prove the other im-
plication, consider first the case where c(;) is satisfied. Because c is increasing,
it follows that c(b) is satisfied for any bag b, and the result is trivial (; is the
only minimal bag). Assume c(;) not Satisfied & c(b) satisfied with b  ;.
To find a minimal bag d such that d  b we proceed by steps, considering at
the kth step a bag b = d [n ]    d [n ] & the l subbags of b ,
b = b   d [1]; . . . ; b = b   d [1]. In the first step, b = b. If
none of c(b ); . . . ; c(b ) is satisfied, then, c being increasing, b is a min-
imal bag, and we are done. Otherwise, to be considered in the next step, we take
as b any subbag b , 1  j  l such that c(b ) is satisfied, and proceed.
Because c(;) is not satisfied, at some step k we will have that c(b ) is satisfied
& that none of c(b ); . . . ; c(b ) is satisfied, which, being c increasing, im-
plies that b is a minimal bag.
4The definitions generalize the corresponding usual definitions for systems
made up of distinguishable components [3], except that we allow cuts & minimal
cuts for systems where not all component classes are relevant.
5The result concerning the characterization of an increasing generalized struc-
ture function 	(b), b  E in terms of the minimal cuts of the system follows
by noting that condition 	(E   c) = 0 is increasing with c.
irreducible finite CTMC modeling
the given fault-tolerant system
finite state space of
, , , transition rate of from state to
state
, output rate of from state
, mean holding time of in state
bag of component classes with do-
main making up the given fault-tol-
erant system
, increasing generalized structure
function of the given fault-tolerant
system; satisfies &
bag of failed component classes in
state
subset of up states of
subset of down states of
regenerative state ( &
)
embedded DTMC of
transition probability of from state
to state ; for ,
, & for
set of transitions of ;
failure transition a transition of is a
failure transition if
repair transition a transition of is a repair
transition if
set of failure transitions of
set of repair transitions of
set of failure transitions going out of
state
set of repair transitions going out of
state
failure bag any bag with domain , ,
for which there exists a failure tran-
sition in with
set of failure bags
set of failure bags which are active in
state , i.e. failure bags for which
there exists a transition
such that
failure path from state any path in including only
failure transitions from to ; for-
mally , ,
, , ,
, ; is the length of the
path
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repair transitions are
modeled as ,
, failure transitions are
modeled as ,
, ,
balanced fault-tolerant
system
a fault-tolerant system is balanced if
its failure transition rates can be mod-
eled with ,
biased transition probability of
from state to state
steady-state unavailability of the
given fault-tolerant system
time at which makes its th entry
into
length of the th regenerative cycle of
1 if ; 0 otherwise
down time during the th regenerative
cycle of
set of regenerative cycles of
step at which hits for first time
r.v. (random variable)
r.v.
probability measure on the set of re-
generative cycles of
modified probability measure on the
set of regenerative cycles of used
by the importance sampling schemes
as a function of the parameters of
the importance sampling schemes
r.v. likelihood ratio
r.v. likelihood ratio as a function
of the parameters of the impor-
tance sampling scheme
r.v.
r.v.
expectation under the probability
measure of the r.v.
variance under the probability mea-
sure of the r.v.
estimator of
sample mean obtained from a set of
independent realizations of the r.v.
sample variance obtained from a set
of independent realizations of the
r.v.
a function is said to be
(written ), where ,
if
a function is said to be
(written ), where
, if , for some
constant
subset of including the regenera-
tive cycles which hit & include
failure transitions from states
, i.e. maximum number
of components which can fail
simultaneously
matrix
given a matrix ,
maximum row sum matrix norm, i.e.
failure transition distance from state
(0, for & minimum number
of failure transitions which build up a
failure path from state for )
with ,
with , and , set of min-
imal bags with do-
main satisfying
with , maximum such
that is an input atom of the gen-
eralized fault tree of the fictitious
fault-tolerant system if the general-
ized fault tree of the fictitious fault-
tolerant system has some input atom
; 0 otherwise
bag of component classes with do-
main making up the fictitious
fault-tolerant system
, increasing generalized structure func-
tion of the fictitious fault-tolerant
system; satisfies &
being , bag with domain
defined by
, &
,
being , bag with domain
defined by
, & ,
failure cover bag with domain such that
minimal failure cover failure cover such that there does not
exist any other failure cover
set of minimal failure covers;
parameter of the FB, BFB, FTDB,
and BFTDB importance sampling
schemes
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parameter of the FTDB & BFTDB
importance sampling schemes
dominant a failure transition of
is dominant if ;
otherwise it is non-dominant
set of dominant failure transitions
from state
set of non-dominant failure transi-
tions from state
set of states of with both out-
going dominant failure transitions &
outgoing non-dominant failure transi-
tions
failure transition distance from any
state reached from through a
failure transition having associated
with it failure bag
set of after minimal failure covers as-
sociated with failure bag
assuming ,
set of minimal failure covers of cardi-
nality
set of selectors of cardinality of
; a selector of is
any non-empty bag with domain
such that for some
list of minimal failure covers of car-
dinality including selector
set of after minimal failure covers of
cardinality associated with failure
bag
set of selectors of cardinality
of some , ;
a selector of is any
non-empty bag with domain
such that for some
list of after minimal failure covers of
cardinality associated with failure
bag including selector
I. INTRODUCTION
I NCREASING demand for system’s reliability, understoodin its broad sense, i.e. as the capability of the system to per-
form properly, has created increased interest in fault-tolerant
systems. A fault-tolerant system is a system which, through the
use of redundancy, has the capability to sustain correct opera-
tion in the presence of faults. Many fault-tolerant systems can
be regarded as either performing properly (up), or not (down),
and the reliability of those systems can be properly quantified
by using simple dependability measures such as the steady-state
unavailability, the mean time to failure, the instantaneous un-
availability, the expected interval unavailability, the distribution
of the interval unavailability, and the reliability.6
Homogeneous continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC)
are a commonly used mathematical framework to model the
dependability of fault-tolerant systems. Computation of de-
pendability measures requires, then, the analysis of the CTMC
modeling the behavior of the fault-tolerant system. CTMC
provide enough flexibility to accommodate characteristics that
real fault-tolerant systems may have, such as failure propaga-
tion, impact of system’s operational configuration on failure &
repair processes, and sophisticated repair policies. However,
the size (number of states) of the resulting CTMC tends to
increase fast with the complexity of the modeled fault-tolerant
system. That behavior is known as state space explosion, and
it limits the application in practice of numerical analysis tech-
niques [24], [33]. Simulation is an approach which alleviates
the problem. However, for CTMC dependability models of
repairable fault-tolerant systems, standard simulation tends to
be expensive due to the rarity of the system failure event.
Importance sampling techniques can be used to speed up
standard simulation when the measure under estimation is
determined by rare events. The basic idea behind importance
sampling [11] is to modify the sampling distributions so that
the rare events are sampled with higher probabilities. It is a
heuristic approach in which the modified sampling distribu-
tions are chosen using available high-level knowledge about
the model at hand, and has been used successfully to estimate
dependability measures using both CTMC models [1], [2],
[4], [6], [9], [10], [13]–[15], [28], [36] & and non-Markovian
stochastic models [17], [19]–[21]. Failure biasing (FB) is an
importance sampling scheme which was first proposed in [15],
[36] for the simulation of the expected interval unavailability,
and, in combination with transition forcing, for the simulation
of the unreliability. The scheme has been adapted in [6], [9]
for the simulation of the steady-state unavailability, in [28]
for the simulation of the mean time to failure, and in [10]
for the simulation of other dependability measures. Balanced
failure biasing (BFB) [10], [29] & failure distance biasing
[4] are other closely related importance sampling schemes.
Theoretical properties dealing with the robustness of FB, BFB,
failure distance biasing, and a balanced version of the latter for
some measures & classes of failure/repair CTMC models have
been investigated in [16], [18], [29], [30]. More recently, robust
balanced likelihood ratio techniques have been developed [1],
[2] which seem to be more efficient than BFB for fault-tolerant
systems with failure rates not much smaller than repair rates
& high redundancy degrees. Some of those techniques use the
“shortest path to failure” concept, and seem to outperform BFB
also for fault-tolerant systems with failure rates much smaller
than repair rates. Importance sampling schemes which are
6We make a distinction between the reliability as a property of a system (ca-
pability of the system to perform properly) & the reliability as a dependability
measure. The latter is defined as the probability that the system has not failed
by time t.
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robust & efficient when the model has high-probability cycles
have also been developed [13], [14].
In this paper, we develop two importance sampling schemes,
called failure transition distance biasing (FTDB) & balanced
failure transition distance biasing (BFTDB), which exploit
the failure transition distance concept in an attempt to achieve
more efficient simulations than when using FB & BFB. The im-
plementation of FTDB & BFTDB requires the computation of
the so-called failure transition distances. Procedures to perform
those computations are developed. We also develop a method
for the optimization of the importance sampling schemes. The
presentation of the importance sampling schemes is tied to the
measure-specific simulation method for the steady-state un-
availability described in [9] & to failure/repair CTMC models
with repair in every state with failed components. FTDB has
(as FB) the bounded relative error (BRE) property for balanced
fault-tolerant systems, i.e. fault-tolerant systems with failure
transition rates differing much less than how failure transition
rates differ from repair transition rates, whereas BFTDB has
(as BFB) the BRE property for both balanced & unbalanced
fault-tolerant systems. Furthermore, theoretical results are
available, motivating FTDB & BFTDB for balanced fault-tol-
erant systems & suggesting that, for those systems, FTDB &
BFTDB can be significantly more efficient than both FB &
BFB. Although no theoretical results are available suggesting
that BFTDB may indeed improve the efficiency of BFB for
unbalanced fault-tolerant systems, experimental results seem
to indicate that this is the case.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes the considered class of CTMC models, and reviews both
importance sampling theory & the measure-specific simulation
method developed in [9] for the estimation of the steady-state
unavailability. Section III reviews FB & BFB, motivates theoret-
ically for balanced fault-tolerant systems FTDB & BFTDB, and
describes FTDB & BFTDB with their implementations. Sec-
tion IV deals with the optimization of the simulation method
for the steady-state unavailability described in [9]. There, we
describe two versions of the simulation method: one (NOPT)
in which the parameters of the importance sampling schemes
are not optimized, and another (OPT) in which they are. Sec-
tion V gives implementation details. Section VI presents numer-
ical results comparing the performances of FB, BFB, FTDB,
and BFTDB; analyses the overhead resulting from the compu-
tation of failure transition distances in FTDB & BFTDB; and
relates FTDB & BFTDB to the importance sampling schemes
described in [1], [2]. We also show in that section how FTDB
& BFTDB can be adapted when only minimal failure covers of
up to a given cardinality are known, and investigate to what ex-
tent this degrades the performance of the importance sampling
schemes. The motivation for introducing the adapted FTDB &
BFTDB is to extend the applicability of those importance sam-
pling schemes, which, in their pure form, are limited to fault-tol-
erant systems not having too many minimal failure covers. The
Appendix includes the proofs.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Class of Models
We will consider fault-tolerant systems made up of a bag of
component classes with domain which can be operational or
failed. We assume that the up/down system’s state is determined
from the bag of operational component classes of the system
by an increasing generalized structure function ,
represented by a generalized fault tree such as those considered
in [5]. To be specific, the generalized fault tree is assumed to be
made up of AND & OR gates, and to have as inputs atoms of
the form , , , which evaluate to 1
iff the bag of failed component classes of the system is such
that . iff the output of the generalized fault
tree evaluates to 1 when the bag of failed component classes is
. Because the generalized fault tree only includes AND &
OR gates, when the bag of failed component classes is the empty
bag, all input atoms evaluate to 0, the output of the generalized
fault tree evaluates to 0, and . Similarly, when the
bag of failed component classes is , all input atoms evaluate
to 1, the output of the generalized fault tree evaluates to 1, and
.
We will consider irreducible CTMC
with finite state space modeling fault-tolerant systems with
the characteristics described in the previous paragraph, in which
each state has associated with it a bag of failed component
classes . The CTMC has two types of transitions:
failure transitions , characterized by & re-
pair transitions , characterized by . There
exists a single state with . determines through
the generalized structure function whether the
system is up or down in state . We will denote by the subset
of up states of & by the subset of down states
of . We will also denote by the transition rate of from
state to state , by
the set of transitions of , by the set of failure transitions,
by the set of repair transitions, by
the set of failure transitions going out of , and by
the set of repair transitions going out of . Any
bag of component classes , such that there exists
in some with will be called
failure bag, and we will denote by the set of failure bags of
the fault-tolerant system. A failure bag will be said to be ac-
tive in some state if there exists some failure transition
having associated with it failure bag , i.e. .
The set of failure bags which are active in state will be de-
noted by . The simulation method for the steady-state
unavailability we will consider will use as a regenerative state.
Let . We will make the following four assump-
tions:
A1) From each state , .
A2) for each .
A3) For each , for each , .
A4) For every ,
.
Informally, A1 states that there is repair from every state with
failed components (every state except state ), A4 states that
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from every up state there are failure transitions associated with
all possible failure bags (those for which there are operational
components building up the failure bag), and A2 & A3 state
reasonable conditions that the set of failure bags must satisfy.
Note that implies &
. Also, because , assumptions A2 & A4
imply: 1) & 2) the existence in of a path made up of
only failure transitions from every state to (we will
call such paths failure paths).
Let denote the minimum repair
transition rate of , and let denote
the maximum failure transition rate of . Let .
The parameter can be regarded as a “rarity” parameter, mea-
suring how small failure transition rates are with respect to re-
pair transition rates. We will assume that failure transition rates
are much smaller than repair transition rates, i.e. . This
corresponds to fault-tolerant systems made up of highly reliable
components which achieve high dependability with moderate
redundancy levels. To motivate theoretically FTDB & BFTDB,
and to give results regarding the robustness of those importance
sampling schemes, we will model repair transition rates as con-
stants , , and will model failure tran-
sition rates as , , ,
. A fault-tolerant system will be called balanced if
, . Otherwise, the fault-tolerant system
will be called unbalanced. Informally, a fault-tolerant system is
balanced if failure transition rates differ among them much less
than failure transition rates differ from repair transition rates,
i.e. calling , if
.
B. Review of Importance Sampling Theory
Let be a probability space with discrete sample
space with , , and let be a nonnegative r.v.
defined on . The expectation of under the probability mea-
sure is . Assume
& that we want to estimate . The standard simulation
method for doing that consists in generating independent sam-
ples of , , , and using the sample mean
which is an unbiased estimator of . Assuming
& sufficiently large, a confidence interval
for can be derived using the central limit theorem.
The variance of , , is related to the variance of
under , , by . The variance
is estimated by the sample variance
and a confidence interval for is
where is the quantile of the standard -normal distri-
bution. Thus, the confidence interval halfwidth is roughly pro-
portional to . If is large relative to
, a very large number of samples will be necessary to
obtain a confidence interval of reasonable quality.
Let be another probability measure on with ,
. We have
(1)
where , is the likelihood ratio.
Based on (1), importance sampling is a technique in which an
estimate for is obtained by considering the probability
space & sampling with probability measure the
r.v. . Being , , the samples of ,
this yields the estimator
with variance . If is sig-
nificantly smaller than & the computational effort of
sampling under is similar to the computational effort of
sampling under , this will result in a significantly more ef-
ficient simulation method for estimating than the stan-
dard one.
Further insight on how to apply the importance sampling
technique can be gained by noting that, given a target confi-
dence interval halfwidth, the required number of samples using
importance sampling is roughly proportional to ,
and that
where can be interpreted as the
relative contribution of to . For
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, . Accordingly, im-
portance sampling theory suggests exploiting any heuristic
insight we may have about the distribution of to choose the
probability measure so that , be “close” to their
relative importances (relative contributions of to ). In
first approximation, more “important” sample points should
be sampled more often than less “important” sample points.
C. Measure-Specific Simulation Method for the Steady-State
Unavailability
The steady-state unavailability is defined as the steady-
state probability that the system is down. Formally,
Because is irreducible & finite, is independent of the
initial probability distribution of , and we can assume without
loss of generality that . Let , be the
time at which makes its th entry into . Then,
can be regarded as a regenerative process with regeneration
epochs . Let denote the length of the th
regenerative cycle of , and let denote
the down time during the th regeneration cycle of . ,
are independent identically distributed r.v.; similarly,
, are independent identically distributed r.v. Let
denote any of the r.v. , and let denote any of the r.v.
. Then, noting that , we have
[27]
(2)
Based on (2), a standard method to estimate is the regen-
erative simulation method [35]. In the method, sample pairs are
obtained of the random variables , , and the estimator
is used, where & are, respectively, the sample means of
& . An alternative formulation to (2) can be obtained in terms
of random variables , defined on the set of regenerative cy-
cles of the embedded homogeneous discrete-time Markov chain
(DTMC) of . has the same state
space & initial probability distribution as & transition prob-
abilities , , ,
, and , , where
is the output rate of from state . Let-
ting , & are defined as
where is the mean holding time of in state , and
we have
(3)
where the subscript in & makes explicit
the probability measure with respect to which the expectation
is defined. Formally, letting
7 the set of transitions of (it coincides with the set
of transitions of ), denoting by the set of regenerative cycles
of , i.e.
denoting by the -algebra of all subsets of , the probability
space is defined by
The regenerative simulation method based on (3) is guaran-
teed [12] to be more efficient than the regenerative simulation
method based on (2).
Estimation of by the regenerative simulation method
tends to be inefficient. Intuitively, this is because, system failure
being often a rare event, it may happen that the vast majority of
regenerative cycles do not contain down states. Importance sam-
pling techniques can be used to speed up the simulation. This
would involve obtaining sample pairs ,
of the r.v. & , where is the likelihood
ratio, by sampling under a modified probability measure
such that , , where
is constructed so that the system failure event becomes more
likely & the variance of is smaller than the variance of .
However, changing the probability measure may result in a
variance of larger than the variance of , which tends to
be relatively very small. This has motivated the development
of a measure-specific simulation method for [9], [30]. We
review next that method.
In the measure-specific simulation method for ,
samples of , , , are obtained by sampling
under the probability measure & independent
samples of , where is the likelihood ratio, ,
, are obtained by sampling under a modi-
fied probability measure such that ,
. The estimator for is
7The fact thatX &  have same state space & same set of transitions allows
us to apply definitions such as T , T , T (x), and T (x) to bothX & , and
we will do so throughout the paper.
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where & are, respectively, the sample means of & ,
i.e.
The corresponding percent confidence interval for
is given by
(4)
where & are the sample variances of, respec-
tively, & , i.e.
(5)
& is the quantile of the standard -normal distribu-
tion. That confidence interval is obtained by applying the central
limit theorem with i.i.d. r.v. (see [2])
and then, the goodness of the confidence interval depends
on & being sufficiently large. Because
, &
[12], iff . Thus, when choosing
, care should be taken that .
III. IMPORTANCE SAMPLING SCHEMES
In this section, we review the importance sampling schemes
FB & BFB & describe FTDB & BFTDB, the importance sam-
pling schemes developed in the paper. FTDB & BFTDB will be
motivated theoretically for balanced fault-tolerant systems. In
all those schemes, is sampled by sampling realizations of
until state is hit using either the transition probabilities
or biased transition probabilities such that iff
. The implementation of both FTDB & BFTDB re-
quires the computation of the failure transition distances from
the last sampled state & its successors (states such that
) through failure transitions, and procedures for per-
forming those computations will also be described. Those pro-
cedures are based on a formalization of the failure transition dis-
tances in terms of the set of minimal cuts of a fictitious fault-tol-
erant system whose generalized fault tree can be obtained easily
from the generalized fault tree of the given fault-tolerant system.
That formalization is obtained before actually deriving the pro-
cedures for the computation of failure transition distances.
Some previous literature [30] has made a distinction between
simple failure biasing (simple balanced failure biasing) &
dynamic failure biasing (dynamic balanced failure biasing),
the difference being that, in the dynamic versions, biasing is
turned-off as soon as is hit. In this paper, by FB & BFB we
mean the dynamic versions. In FTDB & BFTDB, biasing is
also turned-off when is hit. Then, for all FB, BFB, FTDB,
and BFTDB, the probability measure under importance
sampling is
where
The importance sampling schemes only differ in the way
are computed from .
A. Review of FB & BFB
In FB, when a state has both outgoing failure transitions &
outgoing repair transitions, the probabilities associated with
failure transitions & the probabilities associated with repair
transitions are scaled so that the sum of the probabilities asso-
ciated with failure transitions becomes , , and
consequently, the sum of the probabilities associated with repair
transitions becomes . This is done so that regenerative
cycles hitting are sampled with significant probabilities. BFB
differs from FB in that the probability assigned to failure tran-
sitions (1, if the state does not have outgoing repair transitions)
is evenly distributed among those transitions. Formally, letting
, for the considered class of CTMC models, the
biased transition probabilities in FB are
if
,
if
,
if
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& the biased transition probabilities in BFB are
if
,
if
,
if .
B. Failure Transition Distance-Based Schemes
We start by motivating, for balanced fault-tolerant systems,
FTDB & BFTDB. Remember that a balanced fault-tolerant
system is a fault-tolerant system in which failure rates can be
assumed to have the form , ,
, where is the rarity parameter
measuring how small failure transition rates are compared to
repair transition rates. Repair transition rates have the form
, . For a balanced fault-tolerant
system,
and
Also,
and
We will find it useful to consider some subsets of regenerative
cycles . The subset includes the regenerative cycles which
hit , and include failure transitions from states . Let
. Because only regenerative cycles
which hit contribute to , we have
where
is the contribution of the regenerative cycles in to .
The following theorem gives results regarding the relative
values, for balanced fault-tolerant systems, of the contributions
to of the subsets & the individual regenerative
cycles in .
Theorem 1: For balanced fault-tolerant systems,
a) ,
b) , ,
c) .
Proof: See the Appendix. Preceded by Lemma 1, Theorem
5, Corollary 1, Proposition 1, Proposition 2, and Theorem 6, all
in the Appendix.
According to Theorem 1, for , importance sampling
theory suggests to sample regenerative cycles so that
be close to 1, and each is assigned a probability.
The importance sampling schemes FTDB & BFTDB are de-
signed so that the simulation effort can be concentrated into
the regenerative cycles in . This is achieved by: 1) as-
signing higher probabilities to the failure transitions which take
“closer” to until is hit, so that is hit with high prob-
ability after a minimum number of failure transitions; and 2)
turning biasing off when is hit, so that with high probability
all transitions sampled from that point on are repair transitions.
The closeness to is established in terms of failure transition
distances. The failure transition distance, , is defined to
be 0 for , and is defined for as the length of
the shortest failure path from . A failure transition is
said to be dominant if & non-dominant
otherwise . Both FTDB & BFTDB use two
biasing parameters. The first one, , , plays
a similar role as in FB & BFB, and biases failure transi-
tions with respect to repair transitions. The second one, ,
, biases dominant failure transitions with re-
spect to non-dominant failure transitions. Formally, denoting by
the set of dominant failure transitions from state , by
the set of non-dominant failure transitions from state
, and by the set of states having both outgoing dominant
failure transitions & outgoing non-dominant failure transitions
, for the con-
sidered class of CTMC models, the biased transition probabil-
ities in FTDB are shown in the first equation at bottom of the
next page. BFTDB differs from FTDB in that the probability as-
signed to each subset of failure transitions is evenly distributed
among the transitions in the subset, as shown in the second equa-
tion at bottom of the next page.
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The subset includes just the regenerative cycles
Which, before hitting , include dominant failure
transitions (one from state & from states ),
and, after hit of , include only repair transitions. It is easy
to check that, for , under both FTDB & BFTDB
, , which is
close to 1 for & close to 1. Furthermore, for balanced
fault-tolerant systems, all regenerative cycles in would be
sampled with probabilities under both FTDB & BFTDB.
On the other hand, could be small under both FB &
BFB. As an example, consider a fault-tolerant system made up
of a bag of 200 components of 100 different classes, with two
components per class, which is up if at least one component of
each class is operational. Components of class , ,
fail with rate , and there
is a single repairman to repair failed components at rate ,
with random selection among the set of failed components. For
that system, . A simple calculation shows that, under
FB, ,
and, under BFB, , which for the usual
selection give under FB, and
under BFB. Thus, we can conclude that,
for balanced fault-tolerant systems, simulation under FTDB &
BFTDB can be much more efficient that under FB & BFB, pro-
vided that the computational cost of generating a regenerative
cycle under FTDB & BFTDB is comparable to the computa-
tional cost of generating a regenerative cycle under FB & BFB.
The latter requires that failure transition distances be computed
efficiently, an issue that we will address in Section III-D.
The relative error of the estimator is defined as the ex-
pected relative halfwidth of the confidence interval. From (4),
the relative error is (for large & )
The component attributable to the importance sampling scheme
with which is sampled is
and the importance sampling scheme is said to have the BRE
property if remains bounded as .
if ,
if ,
if ,
if ,
if ,
if ,
if .
if ,
if ,
if ,
if ,
if ,
if ,
if .
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This ensures that, for small enough , (and, there-
fore, ) will be finite, and the simulation method will
be robust. It also implies that, as , the performance of
the importance sampling schemes will not deteriorate patholog-
ically. Under the additional assumption that either
or for every ,
, it has been proved in [30] that ,
& that, under any importance sampling scheme for which
is independent of , , and both imply the
BRE property. The additional assumption was taken in [30] be-
cause, when that assumption is not satisfied, the set of regenera-
tive cycles hitting is not rare. It is easy to check that, when the
assumption is not satisfied, i.e. &
for every , , &
under any importance sampling scheme for
which is independent of , and both facts imply the BRE
property. FTDB (as FB) yields independent of for bal-
anced fault-tolerant systems. BFTDB (as BFB) yields inde-
pendent of for both balanced & unbalanced fault-tolerant sys-
tems. Thus, FTDB has the BRE property for balanced fault-tol-
erant systems, and BFTDB has the BRE property for both bal-
anced & unbalanced fault-tolerant systems.
FTDB & BFTDB can be regarded as elaborations of the
failure distance biasing & balanced failure distance biasing
importance sampling schemes described in, respectively, [4]
& [18], in which the biasing parameters & of those
schemes are replaced by a single biasing parameter , and
focus of the simulation effort towards the regenerative cycles
in is precisely controlled through the biasing parameters
& .
C. Formalization of Failure Transition Distances
In this section, we will formalize failure transition distances
in terms of the set of minimal cuts of a fictitious fault-tolerant
system whose generalized fault tree can be easily obtained from
the generalized fault tree of the given fault-tolerant system.
A failure cover is defined to be any bag with domain
such that . Informally, a failure
cover is any bag of failure bags such that the failure of all the
components in the failure cover implies the failure of the system.
A failure cover is a minimal failure cover if there does not
exist any other failure cover . Let denote the set of
minimal failure covers.
The fictitious fault-tolerant system is made up of a certain bag
of component classes with domain , and has a generalized
fault tree which can be obtained from the generalized fault tree
of the given system by replacing each input atom , by
the AND/OR logic
where
For , shown in the equation at bottom of page, is
defined as
so that for any input atom , of the generalized fault
tree of the fictitious fault-tolerant system .
Fig. 1 illustrates the relationships between the generalized fault
tree of the given fault-tolerant system & on one hand, and
the generalized fault tree of the fictitious fault-tolerant system
& on the other hand.
Let , be the generalized structure function of the
fictitious fault-tolerant system ( iff the output of
the generalized fault tree of the fictitious fault-tolerant system
is implied at 1 when any input with input atom is implied
at 1 iff ). Because the generalized fault tree of the fic-
titious fault-tolerant system only includes AND & OR gates, as
for the generalized structure function of the given fault-tolerant
system, , is increasing. Furthermore,
& . Because is increasing, ,
iff , where is a minimal cut of the fictitious fault-tolerant
system. The following key Theorem relates to the set of
minimal cuts of the fictitious fault-tolerant system.
Theorem 2: is the set of minimal cuts of the fictitious
fault-tolerant system & .
Proof: See the Appendix. Preceded by Proposition 3.
For , let be the bag with domain defined by
, , and ,
, i.e. includes just as many instances
otherwise
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Fig. 1. Relationships between the generalized fault tree of the given fault-tol-
erant system & F , on one hand, and the generalized fault tree of the fictitious
fault-tolerant system & C , on the other hand.
of each failure bag as instances of component class are
failed in state . The formalization of failure transition distances
in terms of is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 3: For ,
Proof: See the Appendix.
D. Procedures for the Computation of Failure Transition
Distances
The implementation of both FTDB & BFTDB requires the
knowledge of the failure transition distances from the states
in the regenerative cycle under construction & the succes-
sors of reached through failure transitions, while the regen-
erative cycle has not hit . To be specific, assuming that
has not been hit when state is generated, and denoting by
the failure transition distance from any state reached
from through a failure transition having associated with
it failure bag , what is required is & ,
. Let , be the bag with domain de-
fined by , & ,
, i.e. includes as many instances
of each failure bag , as instances of includes .
Assuming & known, could be computed
using Theorem 3; and, because, for each state reached from
through a failure transition having associated with it
failure bag , , ,
could be computed using
(6)
However, use of Theorem 3 & (6) would be computationally
expensive when is large. In this section, we will de-
scribe typically much more efficient procedures, which can be
embedded in the simulation, for computing & ,
.
Those procedures are based on a reformulation of (6) & two
observations. The reformulation of (6) is based on the concept
of after minimal failure cover. The after minimal failure cover
associated with a minimal failure cover & a failure bag such
that is . Let denote the set
of after minimal failure covers associated with failure bag , i.e.
, .
Then, the reformulation of (6) is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 4:
if
if .
Proof: See the Appendix.
The first observation is that, being a minimal failure cover
or an after minimal failure cover & being a bag with domain
, for , it is required , because
otherwise we would have . The second
observation is that, being a minimal failure cover or an after
minimal failure cover & being a bag with domain , for
, it is required , because
otherwise we would have .
The first procedure, , takes as input a bag
with domain , and has as output
(7)
The second one, , takes as in-
puts a bag with domain , a set of failure bags ,
and , and has as outputs shown in (8)
at the bottom of the next page. It is assumed that the procedures
have access to
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which are computed before the simulation starts.
Using those procedures, for each sampled regenerative cycle,
for all states preceding the state through which the regenera-
tive cycle hits for first time, & ,
are computed as follows. For , we have ,
, ,
and ,
. For , let be the state before in
the regenerative cycle, and assume that & ,
are available. If was reached from
through a failure transition having associated with
it a failure bag , is obtained as , and
, are obtained by making the call
. If was
reached from through a repair transition having asso-
ciated with it an empty bag, then, ,
, . Otherwise, is
computed by making the call , and
after that, , are computed by making
the call . We
will describe & justify next each procedure. The procedures
depend on a parameter .
We start by considering the procedure . Let
be the subset of including the minimal failure
covers of cardinality . Then, a selector of is any
non-empty subbag of some . The procedure
assumes that, for each minimal failure cover
cardinality , the sets of selectors of
of cardinalities have been ob-
tained before the simulation starts. It also assumes that, for
each minimal failure cover cardinality & each selector
, , a list
linking the minimal failure covers of cardinality including
has been obtained before the simulation starts. Let be
a known upper bound for satisfying
. According to (7), we can
compute by initializing to & updating by consid-
ering only the minimal failure covers , for which
can be . Then, the first observation allows us to
limit the set of minimal failure covers which have to be consid-
ered to those having a cardinality . Furthermore,
exploiting the second observation, from the minimal failure
covers of cardinality , only those with
have to be considered, and those minimal failure covers
have to include some non-empty subbag of of cardinality
. Notice that
implies . Also, implies
, , and, with , . Therefore,
Fig. 2. Description of procedure Compute td.
the are available for all possible . Then, for
each minimal failure cover cardinality , we can
generate all subbags of of cardinality , and, for each
, process only the minimal failure covers
in . As upper bound , we can use initially ,
and update to , if the latter is smaller, each time a
minimal failure cover is processed. Note that, for all failure
covers , is guaranteed to be , because is not a
down state, and, therefore, as required, throughout the
processing. The discussion justifies the procedure
described in Fig. 2, where is held in the output parameter .
Let be the subset of including the after
minimal failure covers of cardinality associated with failure
bag . Then, a selector of is any non-empty subbag
of some . The procedure as-
sumes that, for each after minimal failure cover cardinality , the
sets including all selectors of some ,
of cardinalities have been
obtained before the simulation starts. It also assumes that, for
each after minimal failure cover cardinality , each selector
, , and each failure bag
, a list linking the after minimal failure
covers of cardinality associated with failure bag and in-
cluding has been obtained before the simulation starts. The
, are equal to . Note
that for some state . Some successor of
, , through a failure transition having associated with it some
failure bag will have . Ac-
cording to Theorem 4, this can only happen if .
Therefore, we can assume
. Let & let be a
known upper bound for sat-
isfying . According to (8), ,
can be computed by ini-
tializing to , and updating by considering
only the after minimal failure covers , associ-
ated with failure bag for which can be . Let-
ting , it is enough to con-
for ,
for (8)
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Fig. 3. Description of procedure Compute atd.
sider after minimal failure covers for which can be
. Then, the first observation allows us to limit the set of
after minimal failure covers which have to be considered
to those having a cardinality . As will be dis-
cussed later, after minimal failure covers with do
not have to be considered. Furthermore, exploiting the second
observation, from the after minimal failure covers of cardi-
nality , only those with
have to be considered (the maximum is introduced
because there is no guarantee that will be ;
the minimum is introduced because for ,
would be equal to ), and those after minimal failure covers
have to be included in some non-empty subbag of of cardi-
nality
. Notice that . Also,
& implies . Therefore, the
are available for all possible . Then, for each minimal
failure cover cardinality , , we can gen-
erate all subbags of of cardinality , and, for each
, process only the after minimal failure covers
in , . As
upper bounds , satis-
fying we can use ,
which yields .
The discussion justifies the procedure described
in Fig. 3. It remains to discuss the case in which
& includes . In that case, , and the proce-
dure will return , which is correct.
The parameter controls the degree of selection. As in-
creases, may increase, decreasing the number of minimal
failure covers or after minimal failure covers which are pro-
cessed, but increasing the cost of generating the subbags of . In
our experiments, we have found to be a good selection.
IV. OPTIMIZATION AND SIMULATION CONTROL
In this section, we deal with the optimization of the simula-
tion. Two issues can be considered. The first one is to optimize
the distribution of the simulation effort between the generation
of the samples of & the generation of the samples of
. The second one is the optimization of the parameters of the
importance sampling scheme. We will deal first with the first
issue. This will result in a version (NOPT) of the simulation
method in which the importance sampling scheme is not opti-
mized. Then, we will deal with the second issue, resulting in
a version (OPT) of the simulation method in which the impor-
tance sampling scheme is optimized.
Assume , , , and
known. Then, for large & , the relative halfwidth of the
confidence interval for is approximately equal (4) to
with &
. Given a target relative halfwidth for
the confidence interval, , and using the number of generated
regenerative cycles as a measure of the simulation effort, the
problem of distributing optimally the simulation effort between
obtaining the samples & obtaining the samples can
be stated as, given , , and , find the values,
& , of, respectively, & , which minimize
, under the restriction
The solution of that minimization problem is
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Fig. 4. Version (NOPT) of the simulation method in which the importance sampling scheme is not optimized.
Note that is independent of . In addition, the following
relation between & can be easily found.
(9)
For the theory supporting the confidence interval to be valid (see
Section II-C), & have to be multiples of some not too small
integer . Furthermore, , , , and
are unknown, and have to be estimated using sample
means & variances , , , and collected during
the simulation. Taking all this into account, Fig. 4 describes a
reasonable implementation of the version (NOPT) of the simu-
lation method in which the importance sampling scheme is not
optimized. To be specific, Fig. 4 assumes that the importance
sampling scheme is either FTDB or BFTDB. The implemen-
tation has as inputs a required relative halfwidth for the
confidence interval, the probability of the confidence interval,
a maximum allowed number of regenerative cycles ,
a parameter such that the parameter on which the con-
fidence interval given by (4) is based is guaranteed to be not
smaller than , and the values of the parameters of the impor-
tance sampling scheme. The implementation has as outputs the
estimate of , , and the relative halfwidth of the finally
obtained confidence interval, . The implementation uses
two simulation streams: one to obtain the samples ,
and the other to obtain the samples . The streams advance
at control steps until the required relative confidence interval
halfwidth is achieved, or a number of regenerative cycles equal
or slightly larger than have been generated, with the
lengths (number of regenerative cycles) of both streams being
equal to at the first control step, and at most doubling between
consecutive control steps. At each control step, estimates &
of the optimally distributed & which would be required
to achieve the requested relative confidence interval halfwidth
are obtained using estimates & of, respectively, & . If
, the streams are allowed to progress with
scheduled lengths equal to & , corrected so that they are
multiples of . However, if , the sched-
uled lengths are obtained by scaling , so that
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is approximately equal to , (if the latter con-
dition were not satisfied, the implementation could “hang”), and
both & are multiples of . That scaling yields an op-
timal distribution of the simulation effort because, as pointed
out previously, is independent of the target relative con-
fidence interval halfwidth, . To avoid divisions by 0, the cases
& receive special treatments.
We deal next with the optimization of the importance sam-
pling schemes. To be specific, we will discuss with detail the
OPT version of the simulation method for the importance sam-
pling schemes FTDB & BFTDB. For large , the component
of the relative halfwidth of the confidence interval attributable
to the samples is approximately equal (4) to
Then, a natural goal is to minimize , which depends
on the values of the parameters of the importance sampling
scheme. To remark that dependence, we will denote the generic
probability measure (as a function of the biasing parameters) by
, will denote the quantities referred to that generic probability
measure using “ ”, will reserve to denote the probability
measure actually used, and will continue using “ ” to denote the
quantities referred to . With that notation, the goal is to min-
imize . Using ,
we get
and, similarly,
which combined give
(10)
Using , , and
, we get
proving that is the expected value under of the
r.v.
Then, the sample mean of under , , is an unbiased esti-
mator of . Denoting by the r.v. ,
by the sample mean of under , by the sample
variance of under , and using (10), an unbiased estimator
of is
(11)
where is given by (5), and & are given by
(12)
(13)
being the sample of corresponding to the th regenerative
cycle.
The quantities & of (11) are constants, but de-
pends on the biasing parameters. The optimization of the biasing
parameters is done using a symbolic estimate of
based on a symbolic expression for . Denoting
by the value of the biased probabilities under , and
being the th sampled regenerative
cycle, has the expression
with
. But, in both FTDB & BFTDB, each has a form
with & , integers equal to 0 or 1.
This implies that has a form
with & , integers . Each term of
the summation of (12) has, then, a form
with as above & , and a symbolic expression
for can then be obtained by grouping terms
with same , , resulting in an expression
(14)
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(15)
with & different 4-tuples for
different . The symbolic estimate of is defined by
(11) with replaced by , (5), (14), (15), and (13).
The optimization of the importance sampling scheme can be
embedded into the NOPT simulation algorithm by doing two
things: 1) building & the symbolic expression ,
using initially some values & for, respectively,
& , and 2) at each control step, estimating the optimum
values of the biasing parameters by minimizing the symbolic es-
timate of , deciding whether it would be beneficial
to use thereafter the estimated optimum values of the biasing pa-
rameters, and changing & to those values if that is esti-
mated to be beneficial. In making the decision, it has to be taken
into account that, if the values of the biasing parameters are
changed, the collected & before the change will have to be
thrown away.8 The function is “cleaned”
when the values of the biasing parameters are changed. Fig. 5
gives a detailed description of the resulting OPT version of the
simulation method. The method has as inputs the required con-
fidence interval halfwidth, , the probability of the confi-
dence interval, , the maximum number of regenerative cycles,
, a parameter with the same meaning as for the NOPT
version, and the initial values for the biasing parameters. The
method has as outputs the estimate, , of & the achieved
relative confidence interval halfwidth, . The method uses
the procedure described in Fig. 6, which deter-
mines whether it is beneficial or not to substitute the currently
used values of & by the respective estimated optimum
ones, & . The variable holds the number of re-
generative cycles of the biased simulation stream which have
been thrown away. The anomalous, but possible, case
receives a special treatment.
The procedure has as inputs the estimated
required lengths, & ( & ), of, respectively,
the biased stream & the unbiased stream, not taking into ac-
count the limitation on the number of regenerative cycles, for
the current (estimated optimum) values of the biasing param-
eters; the number of regenerative cycles of the biased stream,
, which have been thrown away; the number of regenera-
tive cycles, , of the biased stream which have been generated
with the current values of the biasing parameters; the number
of regenerative cycles, , of the unbiased stream which have
been generated so far; the estimates & of, respectively, the
& constants, for the current values of the biasing parame-
ters; an estimate of the constant, , under the estimated op-
timum values of the biasing parameters; and the allowed max-
imum number of regenerative cycles, . The procedure
has as output a boolean variable conveying the taken
decision. Ignoring the limitation on the number of regenerative
cycles, the number of such cycles which would be consumed to
8Trying to use the samples obtained before the change does not seem feasible.
This is because of the dependence of the samples after the change on the samples
obtained before the change, which makes very difficult, if at all possible, the
derivation of a confidence interval for UA.
achieve the required relative confidence interval halfwidth can
be estimated as ,
if the values of the biasing parameters are not changed, & as
, if the values are
changed. The procedure deals first with the case .
In that case, it is estimated that the required relative confidence
interval halfwidth will be achieved if the change is not made,
and the change should be made only if it is estimated that this
would allow us to achieve the required relative confidence in-
terval halfwidth with a smaller number of regenerative cycles,
i.e. if . The procedure deals next with the case
. In that case, it is estimated that, if the change is not
made, regenerative cycles will be generated, and, using
(9), the achieved relative confidence interval can be estimated as
If , it can be estimated that the required relative
confidence interval halfwidth will be achieved if the change is
made, the change should be made, and, because, according to
(9), the achieved relative confidence interval halfwidth is de-
creasing with the number of regenerative cycles, we have
For , cycles will be generated if the change
is made, the achieved relative confidence interval halfwidth can
be estimated by , and the change should be made only if
. Taking all this into account, for the case ,
the procedure directs us to make the change if
, covering well both the case & the
case .
The OPT version of the simulation method requires the so-
lution of a minimization problem. Because & are
constants, minimization of is equivalent to mini-
mization of , and we minimize . To
guarantee the BRE properties, the biasing parameters &
have to be apart from both 0 & 1 by a quantity larger than
some constant, and then, is minimized in a do-
main with . In our
implementation, we use . Theorem 7 in the Ap-
pendix establishes that is convex in
. Because the domain is convex,
any local minimum of the function in that domain is also a global
minimum of the function in the domain [22]. Furthermore, being
the function differentiable & convex, any stationary point in the
domain is a global minimum (see, for instance, [26, Theorem
8.12]). Then, the steepest-descent method (see, for instance, [8])
is guaranteed to find the global minimum of the function in the
constrained domain. The cost of the optimization is roughly pro-
portional to the number of different terms in the symbolic
expression of & to the number of moves of the
minimization method. We start the optimization from the point
in the domain corresponding to the cur-
rently used values of the biasing parameters & limit the number
of moves to 1,000. That approach has worked well in our exper-
iments.
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Fig. 5. Version (OPT) of the simulation method in which the importance sampling scheme is optimized.
The method for optimizing the biasing parameters used in
the OPT version of the simulation method has connections with
optimization methods for discrete-event systems (see, for in-
stance, [25]), in which a symbolic estimate for the gradient of
the objective function with respect to the optimization param-
eters is obtained from samples of the system, and used to esti-
mate the values of the parameters which maximize or minimize
the objective function. The difference is that, due to the special
structure of our problem, we are able to derive a symbolic ex-
pression for an estimate of the objective function itself, and use
that estimate directly in combination with a standard optimiza-
tion method.
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Fig. 6. Description of procedure Decide change.
Although the NOPT & OPT versions of the simulation
method have been formally described for the FTDB & BFTDB
importance sampling schemes, it should be clear that the ver-
sions can be easily adapted to accommodate the FB & BFB
schemes, the only difference being that in those cases there is a
single biasing parameter, .
V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A prototype software package has been developed based on
the METFAC tool offering both the OPT & the NOPT versions
of the simulation method for the steady-state unavailability. The
user can select FB, BFB, FTDB, or BFTDB as the importance
sampling scheme. Model specification is done in METFAC
using a strongly typed production rule-based modeling lan-
guage. Production rules can be either simple or with responses.
A simple production rule specifies a simple action describing a
way in which the state of the CTMC may change & at which
rate. Production rules with responses describe actions with
responses, where each response describes a way in which the
state of the model may change. In actions with responses, a rate
is associated with the action, and a probability, with a default
value of 1, is associated with each response. The transition
rates corresponding to the state changes are then obtained
by multiplying the action rate by the response probability. A
model specification also includes the description of a “start”
state from which the CTMC can be generated & a reward rate
specification which associates reward rates with the states of
the CTMC. A comment is in order. It could happen that the
model specification is such that different action/response pairs
lead from a given current state to the same state . Our im-
plementation of the importance sampling schemes treats those
pairs as leading to different states, because doing it otherwise
would require us to generate from every current state the
descriptions of all its successors, and to compare them, which
would be expensive. The strategy that our implementation
follows is equivalent to simulating a CTMC with expanded
state space, , with respect to the true CTMC . This strategy
only affects the performance under BFB & BFTDB, and does
not rule out the theoretical properties of those schemes, because
is finite if, as we assume, is.9
The METFAC tool allows the specification of arbitrary finite
rewarded CTMC models. The simulation methods described in
this paper cover however a particular class of CTMC models.
Furthermore, they require high-level information. That high-
level information is provided using three auxiliary files & la-
bels optionally associated with actions & responses. The first file
specifies the bag of component classes making up the mod-
eled system; the second file specifies the failure bags; the third
file gives the minimal failure covers. Actions without responses
are required to have a label with a predefined syntax which iden-
tifies “failure” & “repair” actions & tells the bag of component
classes involved in the action. In actions with responses, that
information is given in the responses’ labels. Using the labels,
it is possible to check that all transitions of the CTMC are ei-
ther of “failure” type or of “repair” type, and to identify during
the simulation the failure bag associated with a failure transi-
tion & the bag of components affected in a repair transition.
The “start” state of the model specification is required to be the
state without failed components. Because the bag of compo-
nent classes affected by each transition of the model is known,
it is possible to compute along the simulation the bag of failed
component classes in each generated state x, and to com-
pute from .
The model specification is preprocessed, and a model-specific
simulator interface is automatically generated including a func-
tion giving the “start” state, a function returning the action/re-
sponse pairs which are active in a given state, two functions re-
turning respectively the rate of an action & the probability of
a response in a given state, another function returning the de-
scription of the state reached from a given state through an ac-
tion/response pair, and a function giving the reward rate asso-
ciated with a given state. A reward rate 1 is interpreted as indi-
cating that the state is “down”. A reward rate 0 is interpreted as
indicating that the state is “up”. Some assumed characteristics
9
 can be obtained from
 by considering in some arbitrary order the states
x 2 
 having transition rates to them due to more than one action/response pair,
and substituting the state under consideration x by as many copies as necessary
so that each copy is reached from every predecessor with transition rates due
to only an action/response pair. Because the number of transformation steps is
finite & at each step the number of state copies is finite, 
 will be finite.
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of the CTMC are checked during the simulation. This includes
checking that reward rates are either 0 or 1.
Regarding the procedures for computing failure transition
distances described in Section III-D, the prototype software
package uses a hash table to hold the subsets of selectors
with a key including & the selector descrip-
tion, allowing an efficient test of inclusion in some subset
of a potential selector. The subsets of selectors
are held in an independent similar hash table.
A potential problem of the simulation methods, as described
in Figs. 4 & 5, is that, when the lengths of the simulation streams
are large, the storage requirements are large, due to the space
required to hold , , , and , .
That storage can be avoided (and our actual implementation of
the simulation methods does avoid it) by noting that , , ,
, and can be expressed as
with , , ,
. Then, it is enough to use variables holding
, , , and , and update them as regenerative cycles are
obtained.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For balanced fault-tolerant systems, there is theoretical ev-
idence that simulation of the steady-state unavailability under
FTDB & BFTDB can be indeed significantly more efficient than
under FB & BFB. However, that theoretical evidence is for small
enough . How small does have to be in practice? How does
BFTDB, which has sound theoretical properties for unbalanced
fault-tolerant systems, perform in relation to BFB for such sys-
tems? How large can the overheads due to failure transition dis-
tances computation be expected to be? In this section we try to
provide answers to those questions using numerical examples.
We also analyse the performance of the optimization method
for the values of the biasing parameters, and to what extent op-
timization can help to deal with hard cases, i.e. cases in which
the simulation should not be focused alone on the regenerative
cycles in . Finally, we will analyse how FTDB & BFTDB
can be adapted to take into account limited knowledge of min-
imal failure covers, i.e. minimal failure covers of cardinality
, and to what extent the adaptation affects the performance
of FTDB & BFTDB. The experimental evidence provided by
the analysis performed in this section is, obviously, limited.
A. Examples
The first example (FTD) is a fault-tolerant database system
similar to that described in [10]. The system contains two sets
of processors, A & B, with two processors per set, two sets of
disk controllers with two controllers per set, and six disk clusters
with four disks per cluster. Each set of controllers commands
three disk clusters. The system is up iff at least one processor
in each set, one controller in each set, and at least three disks in
each disk cluster are operational. In each processor set there is
one operating processor, assuming that some processor is opera-
tional. Components do not fail when the system is down. When
the operating processor of set A fails, it has a probability
of causing the operating processor of set B to fail. Each com-
ponent in the system has two failed modes which occur with
equal probabilities. Repair rates for all components are in
one mode, and in the other mode. Components are re-
paired by one repairman who chooses components at random
from the set of failed components. Two instances of the ex-
ample will be considered. In instance I, , proces-
sors fail with rate , controllers fail with rate
, and disks fail with rate . In in-
stance II, , processors fail with rate ,
controllers fail with rate , and disks fail with
rate . For instance I, &
, and, therefore, the instance can
be considered a balanced fault-tolerant system. For instance II,
& ,
and, therefore, the instance can be considered an unbalanced
fault-tolerant system.
The second example (FTC) is ours, and is the fault-tolerant
control system whose architecture is depicted in Fig. 7. A dual
configuration of data processing units (DPU) command control
subsystems located at remote sites. Each control subsystem
comprises two redundant control units (CU) working in hot
standby redundancy. The system can be accessed through
two redundant front-ends (FE) connected to the DPU. The
DPU & the CU communicate using two local area networks
(LAN), La, Lb, to which each DPU & each CU has access
through dedicated communication processors (CP). FE, DPU,
CU, CP, and LAN fail with rates , , , , and
, respectively. Two failed modes are considered for DPU:
“soft” & “hard”. The first mode occurs with probability ,
and can be recovered by a restart; the second mode occurs with
probability , and requires hardware repair. Coverage is
assumed perfect for all faults. There are three repairpersons.
The first one repairs LAN & CP with preemptive priority given
to LAN. The second one repairs FE, CU, and DPU in “hard”
failed mode, with preemptive priority given first to DPU, next
to FE, and last to CU. The third one makes DPU restarts. Failed
components with the same priority are chosen at random for
repair/restart. The repair rates of LAN, CP, FE, CU, and DPU
in “hard” failed mode are denoted by, respectively, , ,
, , and . The restart rate of DPU in “soft” failed
mode is denoted by . The system is up iff there is an
operational FE & one operational DPU can communicate with
at least one operational CU of each control subsystem. Dif-
ferent LAN can be used for communication between the DPU
& the CU of each control subsystem, but the communication
has to be direct, i.e. involving only one CP of the DPU, one
CP of the CU, and one LAN. Components do not fail when
the system is down. The front-ends can be conceptualized as
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Fig. 7. Architecture of the fault-tolerant control system (FTC example).
TABLE I
SETS OF MODEL PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE FTC EXAMPLE
being instances of the same component class. However, the
interconnection relationships make it mandatory to consider
all the other components as unique representatives of different
component classes. We use the four sets of model parameter
values given in Table I. For set A, &
; for set B,
& ; for set C,
& ; for set D,
& . Thus,
the fault-tolerant system can be considered balanced for sets A
& B, and unbalanced for sets C & D. Furthermore, for set D,
there are regenerative cycles outside with significant rel-
ative contributions to , and, therefore, that set tests the
behavior of FTDB & BFTDB in a hard scenario which defies
the heuristic supporting those importance sampling schemes.
B. Comparison of Importance Sampling Schemes
In this section, we compare the performances of FTDB &
BFTDB with those of FB & BFB in the simulation methods
described in Section IV. We will call FB_o, BFB_o, FTDB_o,
and BFTDB_o (FB_n, BFB_n, FTDB_n, and BFTDB_n) the
OPT (NOPT) simulation method under, respectively, the im-
portance sampling schemes FB, BFB, FTDB & BFTDB. For
FTDB_n & BFTDB_n we use the values &
. For FB_n & BFB_n we use . For FTDB_o &
BFTDB_o we use the initial values for the biasing parameters
& . For FB_o & BFB_o we use
. In addition, we use , and, for the methods
using FTDB & BFTDB, we use . These choices are
used in all the experiments reported in the paper. We will also
give results for the standard regenerative simulation method,
which will be denoted by REG. The simulation methods are
run with a target 99% confidence interval of & a max-
imum number of regenerative cycles .
All CPU times are measured on a workstation with a Sun-Blade-
1000 processor. Table II summarizes the obtained results. We
give the estimate, number of regenerative cycles, and CPU times
under BFTDB_o; and, for the other simulation method/impor-
tance sampling scheme combinations, we give the slow down
factor, , defined as the ratio between the CPU times required
under those simulation method/importance sampling scheme
combinations & the CPU time required in BFTDB_o to achieve
a confidence interval of same relative halfwidth. When the target
confidence interval is not achieved, we compute using esti-
mates for the CPU times which would be required to achieve it,
based on the rule that CPU time is proportional to the inverse
of the square of the relative confidence interval halfwidth. That
rule is reasonable, because almost all of the computational effort
is spent in obtaining the samples , and, for the method with
optimization of the biasing parameters, the biasing parameters
get stabilized very soon.
We will first comment on the impact of the optimization of
the biasing parameters on the performance of the simulation
method. In most cases, optimization has little effect on the per-
formance of the simulation, the only exceptions being the FTC
(D) example under BFB, FTDB, and BFTDB. The explanation
for this is that, in most cases, the values for the biasing param-
eters used in the methods without optimization are close to the
optimal ones. To illustrate the point, Table III gives the opti-
mized values of & under the importance sampling
scheme BFTDB for all examples. Significant differences with
respect to the values & used by the
methods without optimization only occur for the example FTC
(D). For that example, the optimized value of has an inter-
mediate value, assigning not too small sampling probabilities to
regenerative cycles outside , some of which have signifi-
cant contributions to .
Simulation under FTDB & BFTDB is in all the examples sig-
nificantly more efficient than under FB & BFB, also for the ex-
amples in which the rarity parameter is not very small (exam-
ples FTC (B), FTC (C), and FTC (D)). For the examples core-
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE SAMPLING SCHEMES
TABLE III
FINAL, OPTIMIZED VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS OF BFTDB IN THE
BFTDB_O METHOD
sponding to balanced fault-tolerant systems, the explanation for
this is that regenerative cycles in are rare within the set
of regenerative cycles hitting , and, therefore, those cycles are
sampled with small probabilities in both FB & BFB. For all ex-
amples corresponding to unbalanced fault-tolerant systems, ex-
cept example FTC (D), the explanation is that all regenerative
cycles with important contributions to belong to ,
and regenerative cycles in are rare within the set of regen-
erative cycles hitting . For the FTC (D) example, the expla-
nation is that, in spite of the fact that in that example some re-
generative cycles outside have important contributions to
, those cycles are still sampled with significant probabil-
ities in FTDB & BFTDB because . The relative per-
formance of FTDB & BFTDB varies from example to example.
For the FTD examples, FTDB is more efficient than BFTDB,
whereas, for the FTC examples, BFTDB is more efficient than
FTDB. Because BFTDB has the BRE property for both bal-
anced & unbalanced fault-tolerant systems, BFTDB should be
preferred to FTDB. Furthermore, because the overhead due to
the optimization of the biasing parameters is small, and for un-
balanced fault-tolerant systems, it could be difficult to anticipate
the optimal values of & , BFTDB should be used with
optimization of the biasing parameters. The results for the FTC
(D) example are illuminating in that sense. In that case, simu-
lation under BFTDB with optimization of the biasing parame-
ters is significantly more efficient than simulation under BFTDB
without optimization of the biasing parameters.
C. Overheads due to Failure Transition Distances
Computation
The algorithm for computation of failure transition distances
proposed in Section III-D requires the knowledge of all minimal
cuts of the fictitious fault-tolerant system. It has been shown in
[34] that there does not exist any polynomial algorithm to ob-
tain all minimal cuts of fault-tolerant systems defined by the
generalized fault trees we consider. Because, when all failure
bags have cardinality 1, the generalized fault tree of the ficti-
tious fault-tolerant system is identical to the generalized fault
tree of the given fault-tolerant system, there does not exist any
polynomial algorithm to obtain all minimal cuts of the ficti-
tious fault-tolerant system. This poses a theoretical limitation
to the FTDB & BFTDB importance sampling schemes. Com-
puting failure transition distances is NP-hard,10 so, essentially,
there is no better way to compute failure transition distances
than the one we propose unless [7]. Nevertheless, there
currently exist algorithms [5] for computing all minimal cuts
for fault-tolerant systems defined by the generalized fault trees
we consider, which seem to be efficient unless the number of
minimal cuts is very large. Thus, the algorithm described in [5]
found the 512 minimal failure covers of the FTC examples in
less than 0.5 seconds (the FTD examples have only 13 minimal
failure covers, which were found in negligible time). Compu-
tation of failure transition distances introduces two CPU time
overheads in the simulation. The first one is due to the con-
struction of the data structures used by the algorithm for com-
putation of failure distances. That overhead is essentially due
to reading the minimal failure cover descriptions, building the
hash table holding the selectors in the subsets &
the hash table holding the selectors in the subsets ,
and building the lists linking the minimal failure covers & after
minimal failure covers including some selector. For the FTC ex-
amples, that overhead was 0.05 seconds. The second overhead is
10It has been shown in [34] that computing failure distances is NP-hard, and
that problem can be seen as a particular instance of the problem of computing
failure transition distances when all failure bags have cardinality 1.
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Fig. 8. CPU times in seconds required by BFTDB_o (left) & slow down factor of BFB_o with respect to BFTDB_o (right) as a function of M for the FTC
examples.
TABLE IV
ANALYSIS OF THE CPU TIME OVERHEAD DUE TO COMPUTATION OF FAILURE
DISTANCES
an increase in the simulation time per event due to actual com-
putation of the failure transition distances. That overhead in-
creases with the average number of minimal and after minimal
failure covers “touched” (processed) per simulated transition of
the biased stream, . To asses the importance of that second
overhead, we profiled the execution of BFTDB_o for the exam-
ples FTC (A), FTC (B), FTC (C), and FTC (D). Table IV gives
the obtained results. For each example, we give , the total per-
cent CPU time overhead (total), and the portion of that CPU
time overhead which is proportional to (prop). We can see
that is extremely small, and, thus, the techniques used in the
procedures for computing failure transition distances to reduce
the number of minimal & after minimal failure cover “touches”
seem to work very well. The CPU time overhead is small in all
cases, and, more importantly, the part of that CPU time overhead
which is proportional to , and, thus roughly proportional to the
number of minimal failure covers, is very small, ranging from
0.2% to 0.6% in the worst case. This suggests that the CPU time
overhead due to failure transition distance computations should
remain reasonable even if the number of minimal failure covers
of the system is much larger than 512, the number of minimal
failure covers which the FTC examples have. Thus, we can con-
clude that BFTDB can still outperform significantly FB & BFB
even if the number of minimal failure covers is of the order of
tens of thousands. Memory consumption does not seem to be an
issue. Thus, for the FTC examples, the memory overhead due to
failure transition distance computation was about 0.9 MB; and,
then, we can estimate a memory overhead of about 88 MB when
the number of minimal failure covers is 50,000, which is afford-
able.
In some cases, the number of minimal failure covers can be
reduced drastically by discarding the minimal failure covers of
cardinality , where is a moderate value . Both
FTDB & BFTDB can be easily adapted to that kind of partial
knowledge by biasing failure transition probabilities as if the set
of minimal failure covers of the given fault-tolerant system in-
cluded the actual minimal failure covers of cardinality &
all bags with domain of cardinality not including any
of the former. Doing that will not affect the BRE properties of
FTDB & BFTDB; neither will it affect the capability of FTDB
& BFTDB to concentrate the simulation effort into , and,
therefore, should have a moderate impact on the performance of
those importance sampling schemes for balanced fault-tolerant
systems. The algorithms for computation of failure transition
distances can easily be adapted to contemplate that change. De-
noting by the set of minimal failure covers of cardinality
& by the corresponding sets of after minimal
failure covers associated with failure bag , the adaptation of
the procedure includes modifying the initial value
of to
and exiting the procedure if that initial value is 0. The adaptation
of the procedure includes modifying the initial
values of , to
Fig. 8 (left) gives the CPU times required to achieve a target
99% confidence interval of as a function of for
ranging from 2 to 6 for the BFTDB_o method, and the FTC ex-
amples. Fig. 8 (right) gives the slow down factor of BFB_o
with respect to BFTDB_o as a function of for ranging
from 2 to 6, also for the FTC examples. The examples have min-
imal failure covers of cardinalities 2, 3, 4, and 6. We can note
that, even with , BFTDB_o is significantly faster than
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BFB_o. For the examples FTC (A), FTC (B), and FTC (C), only
a moderate improvement on the efficiency of BFTDB_o occurs
beyond . For the example FTC (D), significant improve-
ments on the efficiency of BFTDB_o occur until . That
moderate improvements occur for the FTC (A) & FTC (B) ex-
amples beyond can be explained by the fact that those
examples correspond to balanced fault-tolerant systems, and,
the minimum minimal failure cover cardinality being equal to
2, the selection is enough to concentrate the simulation
effort into the regenerative cycles in . That moderate im-
provements occur for the FTC (C) example beyond can
be explained similarly, noting that all regenerative cycles with
important contributions in that example belong to . As pre-
viously commented, the FTC (D) example has regenerative cy-
cles outside with significant contributions to , and
higher values of are required to sample those regenerative
cycles with significant probabilities.
Discarding minimal failure covers of cardinality should
allow us to deal with very large systems when is small. Thus,
for instance, for , the number of minimal cuts of cardi-
nality of a system having component classes with
an instance of each class is roughly bounded from above by
, and a budget of 50,000 minimal cuts would allow us
to deal with systems with at least 316 components, and often
many more. For , the number of minimal cuts with car-
dinality is roughly bounded from above by , and
a budget of 50,000 minimal cuts would allow us to deal with
systems with at least 66 components, and often many more.
D. Related Work
Some of the balanced likelihood ratio techniques developed
by Alexopoulos & Shultes [1], [2] exploit the “shortest path
to failure concept” in a way similar to the way that FTDB &
BFTDB do. In those techniques, it is assumed that the struc-
ture function of the system is specified by a graph in which
each link has associated with it a given set of components, sets
associated with different links being disjoint. The capacity of
a link is defined as the number of operating components from
those associated with the link, and the system is “up” if a flow
of units can be transmitted from a source node to a ter-
minal node , i.e. if the capacity of the graph is . The
“shortest path to failure concept” is exploited by identifying
the set of links in “minimum cuts”, a minimum cut being an
cut of capacity equal to the capacity of the graph in a
given state. An important advantage of that approach is that ef-
ficient polynomial algorithms exist for maintaining that set of
links as the state of the system changes [31]. However, whereas
every increasing structure function can be specified by a fault
tree with only AND & OR gates, some increasing functions
cannot be specified by a graph (a simple example is the func-
tion 11), so our framework is more
general. Minimum cuts could be considered for systems made
up of a set of components whose increasing structure functions
11That such function cannot be specified by a graph can be easily checked
by noting that the graph will have at most 4 links (because 4 components are
involved), and building all graphs with at most 4 links & disjoint subsets asso-
ciated with them with union fc ; c ; c ; c g.
are represented by ordinary fault trees including only AND &
OR gates, a minimum cut being a minimal cut of minimum car-
dinality, and the techniques developed in [1], [2] based on the
“shortest path to failure” concept could be adapted to that frame-
work, which is a particularization of our framework. However,
determining the components in minimum cuts is, in that context,
NP-hard as is computing failure transition distances.12
APPENDIX
In some of the proofs which follow, we will use the param-
eter . Informally, is the maximum
number of components which can fail simultaneously. For most
fault-tolerant systems has a moderate value. The following
lemma gives an upper bound on the length of the regenerative
cycles in in terms of .
Lemma 1: Let . Then,
.
Proof: Consider the transitions , of the
regenerative cycle . Exactly of those
transitions are failure transitions (the transition from &
of the remaining transitions, which are from states ) &
exactly of those transitions are repair transitions. Let
be the sum of the cardinalities of the failure bags associated
with the failure transitions & let be the sum of the cardinali-
ties of the bags of components repaired in the repair transitions.
Obviously, . Also, & .
Then, , implying the result.
The path to the proof of Theorem 1 starts with the following
result:
Theorem 5: For balanced fault-tolerant systems, and each
such that , . Furthermore, for each
, .
Proof: Let . We have
Note that . Of the remaining factors,
factors correspond to failure transitions from states ,
12Computing failure distances continues to be NP-hard for systems made up
of a set of components whose increasing structure functions are represented by
ordinary fault trees including only AND & OR gates [34]. Then, to show that the
problem under consideration is NP-hard it is enough to transform polynomially
into that problem the problem of computing failure distances for systems made
up of a set of components whose increasing structure functions are represented
by ordinary fault trees including only AND & OR gates. Such a transformation
can be constructed as follows. Let  be the given system with set of components
C & fault treeF (including only AND & OR gates), and letF be the set of failed
components in the state under consideration. First, consider the system  with
set of components C = C   F & fault tree F representing  conditioned to
the components in F being failed (F can be obtained in polynomial time, and
is not the trivial fault tree without inputs & output equal to 1, because  is not
failed when the components in F are failed), and determine for  the subset
S of components in minimum cuts. Then, pick up a component c 2 S , and
consider the system  with set of componentsC = C  fc g& fault treeF
representing  conditioned to component c being failed (F can be obtained
in polynomial time). If F is the trivial fault tree with output equal to 1, the
failure distance is 1. If not, determine for  the subset S of components in
minimum cuts. Pick up a component c 2 S , and consider the system  with
set of componentsC = C  fc g& fault treeF representing conditioned
to component c being failed (F can be obtained in polynomial time). IfF is
the trivial fault tree with output equal to 1, the failure distance is 2, etc.
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and, therefore, are & the remaining factors corre-
spond to repair transitions from states , and, therefore, are
. All together, this implies . On the other
hand,
where, according to Lemma 1, . Because
for some , & because, for ,
, we have & .
To prove , , note that
Because each term is & because, as
, is finite, .
Let . Using Theorem 5, we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 1: For balanced fault-tolerant systems,
.
According to Theorem 5, every contribution to ,
is, for , negligible compared to . This,
however, does not ensure that will be negli-
gible compared to . That result is established by the
following theorem.
Theorem 6: For balanced fault-tolerant systems,
.
The proof of Theorem 6 will be preceded by two propositions.
For such that , let
We have . The first proposition gives
an upper bound for . The second one gives an upper
bound for .
Proposition 1: For balanced fault-tolerant systems & such
that , .
Proof: We prove ,
, implying the result. Let . We
have
. Therefore, is the sum of a number of ,
no greater than . Each is upper bounded by
. According to Lemma 1, .
Then,
Let . The upper bound for
is in terms of , & .
Proposition 2: For balanced fault-tolerant systems &
,
Proof: Let . We can partition as
where
collects repair transition probabilities &
collects failure transition probabilities. According to the defi-
nition of , we have , where the inequality between
matrices means inequality between every pair of corresponding
elements of the matrices. Let be the column vector
& let be the column vector . Consider
& let , be the set of factors ,
of the expansion of including exactly times
& times . According to Lemma 1, regenerative cycles
in include at most
transitions. The first transition is from to a state ; the
following transitions are between states in ; the last (re-
pair) transition is from a state to . Then, denoting by
the transpose of , we have
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Trivially, . Also, &
. Because & ,
. Then,
Proof of Theorem 6: We start from
Using Propositions 1 & 2,
with
&
Using , &
which follows easily from (see, for instance, [32])
, we have, for ,
An immediate consequence of Corollary 1 & Theorem 6 is
, which is in accordance with the results
obtained in [30]. By combining Theorem 5, Corollary 1, and
Theorem 6 we are finally able to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 6: According to Corollary 1,
, . Using Theorem 6,
Then,
proving a). Using Theorem 5,
, , . Then, for ,
proving b). Finally, using Theorem 6,
proving c).
The proof of Theorem 2 is preceded by the following Propo-
sition, which relates , with , .
Proposition 3:
Proof: iff implication at
1 of the input atoms of the generalized fault tree of the fic-
titious fault-tolerant system included in
implies the output of the generalized fault tree at 1.
iff implication at 1 of the
input atoms of the generalized fault tree of the given fault-tol-
erant system included in implies the output of
the generalized fault tree at 1. The result follows if the input
nodes of the generalized fault tree of the given fault-tolerant
system are implied at the same values as the corresponding
nodes of the generalized fault tree of the fictitious fault-tolerant
system. To prove that, consider, for instance, the node labeled
of the example of Fig. 1. Assume that is implied
at 1 in the generalized fault tree of the fictitious fault-tol-
erant system. It follows that , or
, or , or
, or . Then,
, or ,
or , or ,
or . Because ,
, , , and , it
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follows that , and that the input is
implied at 1 in the generalized fault tree of the given fault-tol-
erant system. Assume that the node is implied at 0 in the
generalized fault tree of the fictitious fault-tolerant system, and
let . It follows that , either
or , , ,
and . Because , , , , and
are the minimal bags with domain in “covering”
, it follows that , and that the input
is implied at 0 in the generalized fault tree of the given
fault-tolerant system.
Proof of Theorem 2: From Proposition 3 & the definition
of failure cover, will be a failure cover
iff it is a cut of the fictitious fault-tolerant system. There-
fore, the minimal failure covers will be the minimal
cuts of the fictitious fault-tolerant system. But is a failure
cover because , and, according to Proposition
3, (it could happen that
). This implies that all minimal
failure covers are , and that the minimal failure covers
are the minimal cuts of the fictitious fault-tolerant system. By
construction, the fictitious fault-tolerant system has cuts (
is one). Then, being , increasing, it has minimal
cuts, and .
The following lemma collects results on bags which will be
used in the proofs of Theorems 3 & 4.
Lemma 2: Let , , and be bags with domain . Then,
a) ,
b) ,
c) implies ,
d) implies ,
e) , and
f) implies .
Proof:
a) Let & let . Using the
definitions of bag sum & bag intersection, for ,
b) Let & let . Using the
definitions of bag sum & bag intersection, for ,
c) Using the definitions of bag difference & bag intersection,
for ,
(16)
&
(17)
For such that , (16) & (17) yield
& ; for such
that , (16) & (17) yield
& .
d) Using the definition of bag difference, for ,
implying , , and
.
e) Let & let . Using the
definitions of bag difference & bag sum, for ,
(18)
(19)
For such that ,
(18) & (19) yield
& . For
such that &
, (18) & (19) yield &
. For such that , (18) &
(19) yield & .
f) Using , & the definitions of bag
sum & bag difference,
Proof of Theorem 3: Let ,
because otherwise for some ,
, and . We start by
showing . This is done by constructing a failure path
from of length . Let be any minimal failure cover such
that
& let , . We have
. Let the failure bags
.
.
.
.
.
.
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.
.
.
.
.
.
Some of the failure bags could be empty. Note that, by
construction, ,
for , if , and
if . Consider the non-empty failure bags
in that set, , , . Note that
, , & that some , could
be 0. By construction, , and, using Lemma 2, e),
.
Then, by Assumptions A3 & A4, some path
built up with failure transitions having associ-
ated with them, in that order, the failure bags
exist. Because , it is enough to prove that is a
down state. We will start by proving
(20)
The proof is by induction. The base case is
. Using the definition of , Lemma 2, a) with
, , and , and Lemma 2, f), taking
into account ,
For the induction step, the induction hypothesis is
, , if ,
and if ; and it has to
be proved that
. Using,
in that order, the definition of ; Lemma 2, a) with
, , and
; Lemma 2,
e); Lemma 2, f), taking into account
; the induction Hypothesis; and Lemma 2, b)
with , ,
and ,
completing the induction step. Using (20), we have
, which, using Lemma 2, c) with
, &
& Lemma 2, e), implies
. But, .
Also, by Lemma 2, d) with , , and
, we have
. Then,
. being a
failure cover & being increasing,
, i.e.
, and, because the bag of
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failed component classes in is , this
implies that is a down state.
We show next that . Assume there exists a failure
path from built up with failure transitions having associated
with them failure bags , . Let be the
bag with domain defined by
. Because the final state of the path is a down state,
is a failure cover. But ,
which implies
a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 4: Using (6) &
, which follows from Lemma 2, e), we have
(21)
For the case , for all ,
for all , and, using Theorem 3,
It remains to consider the case . In that case,
for some . We will start by proving
&
Two subcases will be considered: a) for some
, b) for all . In subcase a),
from (21),
(22)
and it follows using Theorem 3 that
Also, from (22),
In subcase b), from (21),
and it follows that
&
To complete the case , it remains to prove
. Using (6) & Theorem 3,
Lemma 3: Let be a convex function in a convex set
& let be an increasing convex function. Then, is
convex in .
Proof: Let , & let , . Because
is convex in ,
Because is increasing,
(23)
and, because is convex,
which with (23) implies
Theorem 7: The functions
with & , integers are convex in
, .
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Proof: The sum of convex functions is a convex function &
the product of a positive constant by a convex function is also a
convex function. Therefore, it suffices to prove that the functions
with , integers are convex in . Because is
increasing & convex, according to Lemma 3, it suffices to prove
that the function is
convex in . But ,
with . Therefore, it suffices
to prove that the function
with , integers is convex in . The second
derivative of is
which is for .
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